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n Gold steadied today in Asian session after hitting a 3-1/2 month high in the
previous session as profit-taking set in amid worries over looming U.S. rate
hikes, while palladium touched its highest ever levels on tight supplies and
bets on growing demand.

n The U.S Dollar hit a 3-1/2 month low versus the euro amid optimism about the
euro zone economy but gold, which tends to move counter to the greenback,
was unable to capitalise on the dollar weakness given its recent gains.

.

n Gold is beginning to look over-valued. Our fair value for gold assuming a U.S
rate hike in March and June is around $1,230 so at current prices it looks
expensive, said James Butterfill, head of research at ETF Securities.

n He added, however: Gold is being used very much as an insurance policy
against geopolitics and uncertain monetary policy, that�s why we think its likely
to continue to range trade between $1,200-1,300 over the next six months.

n Spot gold edged up 0.1 percent at $1,313.68 an ounce, while U.S. gold futures
dropped 0.3 percent to $1,314.80 an ounce. Spot gold marked its highest since
Sept. 15 at $1,321.33 on Wednesday, but then dropped as the dollar recovered
after minutes from the Federal Reserve�s December policy meeting bolstered
expectations for more U.S interest rate hikes.

n The U.S currency was also given a boost on Wednesday by strong manufacturing
and construction data. Gold is highly sensitive to rising U.S. interest rates as
they increase the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding bullion, while boosting
the dollar, in which it is priced.

n People are looking to lock in some gains after a pretty strong rally over the
past weeks. Geopolitical issues have certainly been a huge power point of
gold�s rally into the year-end, it is going to be a U.S dollar type story going
forward with markets taking a neutral view.

Gold markets continue to be choppy, but I think we

will continue to go to the upside, perhaps looking

towards the $1325 level above, and then eventually

the $1350 level. I think that pullbacks offer value, as

the US dollar continues to fall in general. That translates

to higher pricing in the precious metals markets, which

of course gold is the benchmark. I think that the $1300

level below should be the �floor� going forward, and

that being the case it�s likely that we will not build a

breakdown below there. If we did, that could change

everything, but in the meantime, I think that you should

look at it as the support. Longer-term, I anticipate that

the market is going to go looking towards the $1400

level, as it is a major inflection point on the longer-

term charts. With the jobs number coming out on

Friday, it�s likely that we will get a bit of action in the

US dollar towards the end of the week.
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n Gold prices eased early today, extending losses

from the previous session

n The precious metal retreated due to a firmer U.S

Dollar on expectations of further U.S interest rate

hikes

n The yellow metal hit its highest since Sept. 15 at

$1,321.33 yesterday

n Gold fell further after the Fed released minutes

of its December policy meeting

n Although the Federal Reserve meeting minutes

showed some disagreement between policy

hawks and doves
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n Oil prices today in Asian session hit their highest in more than two and a half
years, touching levels not seen since before a slump in commodity markets
in 2014/15, boosted by tensions in key producer Iran and by ongoing OPEC-
led output cuts.

n Prices were also buoyed by Asia�s stock markets, which flirted with 10-year
highs today amid strong data from leading economies including the United
States, Japan and Germany.

n U.S West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures were at $62.16 a barrel, up
53 cents, or 0.9 percent, from their last close. They touched $62.21 shortly
before, their highest level since May 2015. Brent crude futures, the international
benchmark for oil prices - were at $68.23 a barrel, up 39 cents, or 0.9 percent,
after revisiting a May 2015 high of $68.27 shortly before.

n Beyond a brief intraday spike in May, 2015, these were the highest crude price
levels since December, 2014, at the start of the oil price downturn.  Freezing
weather in the United States has also spurred short-term demand, especially
for heating oil.

n The market is clearly getting more bullish on oil as inventory levels get closer
to the five-year average. Geopolitical uncertainty in Iran, OPEC�s third largest
producer, is also helping to support the price as citizens are again protesting
the government.

n Iran�s elite Revolutionary Guards have deployed forces to three provinces to
put down anti-government unrest that has been ongoing for a week, their
commander said yesterday.

n In the United States, crude oil inventories fell by 5 million barrels in the week
to Dec. 29 to 427.8 million barrels, industry group the American Petroleum
Institute said yesterday.

The WTI Crude Oil market initially went sideways

during the trading session on Wednesday, but then

shot towards the $61.50 level above. The market looks

likely to roll over from here though, because we have

seen so much in the way of an overextension. A

pullback should be a buying opportunity though, with

the $60 level below possibly offering a bit of a �floor.�

I think that the market is probably going to go looking

towards the $62.50 level above which is a larger

timeframe area that the market has paid attention to

before. In general, I believe that the following US dollar

will continue to help, and of course the writing and

Iran will continue to have a lot of traders nervous about

the Middle East. Brent markets went slightly sideways

initially during the trading session on Wednesday, but

then shot towards the $67.50 level.  A pullback from

there is an opportunity to go long.

n Oil climbed as optimism on the global economy,

cold weather and political unrest bolstered a

market

n Crude is having its best start to a year since 2012,

after hitting $62 a barrel

n Swollen inventories in the U.S are declining and

could shrink further as winter storms boost

demand for heating fuel

n The rise in oil prices has mainly been caused by

the freezing polar vortex hitting the U.S

n Oil has risen for two years running as the OPEC

led a coalition of oil producers in cutting output
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n Silver made slight gains and hit a five-week high a day before yesterday. A
slumping U.S dollar index that hit a better-than-three-month low today is a
bullish element for the precious metals. Gold and silver markets also saw safe-
haven demand come from heightened geopolitical risks. March Comex silver
was last up $0.07 at $17.21 an ounce.

n A feature in the marketplace early this week are rising tensions in Iran as
demonstrators in that country are demanding an overthrow of the ruling
government. There has been a violent crackdown on the demonstrators by the
Iranian government.

n U.S. President Donald Trump has tweeted that he supports the demonstrators,
which is a dramatic shift from the Obama administration that was much more
low key on such matters. If this situations deteriorates further, look for more
safe-haven demand for gold and silver.

n North Korea has made an overture to South Korea for negotiations, but is also
maintaining it plans to ramp up its production of nuclear weapons, including
leader Kim Jong Un reportedly saying he as a nuclear button on his desk. As
the Winter Olympics in South Korea approach, don�t be surprised if North Korea
tries to play the close-by event into its favor.

n The bulls have gained the slight overall near-term technical advantage. Prices
are in a steep three-week-old uptrend on the daily bar chart. Silver bulls' next
upside price breakout objective is closing prices above solid technical resistance
at $18.00 an ounce.

n The next downside price breakout objective for the bears is closing prices
below solid support at the October low of $16.435. First resistance is seen at
$17.25 and then at $17.50. Next support is seen at today�s low of $16.985 and
then at $16.75.

The Silver markets continue to be very volatile, but

breaking above the $17 level was a very strong sign,

and therefore I think that the market is ready to continue

going higher. Perhaps we go to the $17.50 level above,

which is resistance, and it could take a while to get

above. A break above that level should send this

market to the $18 handle, but it is going to take a

certain amount of momentum building to get there. I

think that adding to the market going higher, and

smaller positions. I think that the larger core position

being attitude can continue to add profit to a market

that looks likely to reach towards the top of the overall

consolidation area which extends to the previously

mentioned $18 handle. A break above there should

send this market free to the $20 handle longer term.

I think that if we were to break down below the $16.90

level, the market could drop towards the $16.50 level.

n Silver prices pulled down as investors took profits

and as the U.S dollar firmed

n Minutes from the Federal Reserve's December

policy bolstered expectations for more U.S interest

rate hikes

n People are looking to lock in some gains after a

pretty strong rally over the past weeks

n Geopolitical issues have certainly been a huge

power point of the gold and silver rally into the

year-end

n U.S factory activity increased more than expected

in December
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